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Map 1 – state parks are not completely shown or labeled; also all the little communities that are
mentioned in the text need to be shown on at least one of the maps.
Map 2 – show all scenic byways that cross or end at the JTHG; also the Potomac Heritage National
Scenic Trail should be shown.

Map 5 - Sky Meadows State Park in Fauquier County and Leesylvania State Park in Prince William
County are not shown, nor are other nearby state park sites.

Map 1 - only shows federal parks, forest and WMAs. State and county parks are shown
on the Recreational Resources map. (Map revised to correct display of state properties.)
State parks within the NHA have been labeled on Map 5. Federal lands are shown and
labeled on all other maps to emphasize JTHG's national significance.
Map 2 - We do not have gis data for all byways and trails that intersect the JTHG. We
will try to obtain data for all byways and trails mentioned in these comments that are not
already on the linkages maps. The Historic National Road and Lincoln Highway have
been added. Adding all state scenic roads, byways and trails involves too much detail for
the scope of this plan.
Map 5 - Refer to earlier comments regarding Sky Meadows. Inclusion of this and other
sites will be discussed at meeting on 9/22/2008. Sky Meadows has been labeled on Map
5, but it is not an anchor or secondary site.

Map 5 – label all visitor centers (VC), several missing or in the wrong place; Charlottesville VC in the Map 5 - The visitors centers that are shown on the map are the ones associated with
wrong place and the one downtown not shown; the state VC at the Route 301 bridge over the Potomac “getting to the byway” - from the major approach routes to the byway. Only visitor
River is not shown.
centers that are on roads that connect with the Heritage Area will be shown.
Route 301 does not connect with the Heritage Area. If there are any other visitor centers
that are on roads that do not connect with the visitor centers, they will be removed from
the map. Visitor centers and their locations have been revised.
Map 6 – Same comments as previous map on VC.
Map 6 - See above.
Map 7 – The section of the byway as one comes into Charlottesville via Route 22 goes along Route
Map 7 - Byway route has been revised to follow Route 22 to Milton Road. Designated
250, which is not designated. This map should show the designated scenic rivers within the corridor: scenic rivers within the corridor will be labeled. State scenic rivers are noted on Map 2
Goose Creek, Rappahannock River, Rivanna River, and Catoctin Creek. (Lynne Crump)
and 7; Maps 4 and 5 note several rivers and streams along the corridor that are valuable
natural and recreational resources.
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I could not determine if Hunterstown Village and the adjacent Battlefield is shown (under wording?) . Hunterstown Historic District is shown as a National Register site, and the "Boundary
Also the entire Fruitbelt, has been “deemed eligible” as a National Historic District, although it has not Increase," which includes the battlefield, is shown as eligible. Current data does not
yet been officially listed
include the fruit belt. Will inquire about more up-to-date information. If gis data is not
available, a reference will be made in the legend. Added an approximate boundary for the
Fruitbelt.
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Map 1 Mill isn’t even listed as a secondary site
Map 2 Mill not listed even as Civil War Trails site
Map 8—Byway Visitor Attractions & Sites—Mill not listed, nor Thoroughfare nor LaGrange Winery
(Ellen Percy-Miller)

Sites are only listed on Map 8; however, Chapman's Mill is not included because it has not
yet been determined an anchor or secondary site. It will be reviewed by the DMOC at
their meeting in October. Chapman's Mill has been added to Map 8 (the only map on
which individual sites are called out) as an "Anticipated Anchor Site." The others were
not included as determined at the DMOC meeting 10.16.08.
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Will review maps for coordination with text. References to the maps are in the text.
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Maps: Many of the maps don’t compliment the text, and vice versa. It would be nice if the same
information was in both the document and the maps. (PEC)
Hard to distinguish symbols of trails when printed. Red seems to overpower map. (PEC)
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Parks are a little hard to see at this scale, especially when printed on an 8.5x11. No symbol box for
Fauquier indicating fishing, picnicking, horseback riding, camping, etc. (PEC)
Label location of the information centers; not just indicate with a “?”. (PEC)

Will review park symbols and revise as necessary. Maps are designed to be printed at 11 x
17 or viewed on the screen
Will make change as noted. Visitor center addresses have been noted on Map 6.

Will review color choice. Linkages (Map 2) and Recreational Qualities (Map 5) maps
have been revised to convey trails more clearly.
At this scale, some National Register sites are hard to see. Consider labeling them or using symbols to Due to the scale of the maps and the number of designation categories being shown,
differentiate. (PEC)
symbology is somewhat tricky -- will revise to make as readable as possible. Map 3
shows the distribution of historic sites along the corridor. Invidual sites have not been
labeled, as they may not accommodate visitors. Sites that are intended to be visited by
Byway travelers are labeled on Map 8.
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So much information here that is a little hard to see. Should each county be shown on a different map? Will revise map after DMOC meets in October and site list is determined. Map 8 shows
Also, it appears that sites in Fauquier County (other than Warrenton) were omitted. What about the 19 all sites approved by the DMOC at its 10.16.08 meeting.
Historic Districts, vineyards on the wine trail, Chapman’s Mill, John Marshall Birthplace, National
Register sites, battlefields, Afro-American Historical Society, Gold Mining Museum, Town of the
Plains, Town of Remington, Paris, Delaplane, Atoka, etc. (PEC)
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Believe that this is Appendix I - Map 8 although it is difficult to tell as none are properly labeled.
(Prince William Co.)
There are several errors in this section. Cunningham Falls Park is missing. Manassas is referred to as a
town and not a city. Great Meadows/Gold Cup[ venue is missing. Downtown Charlottesville is
missing. University of Virginia campus and academic village is missing. (Prince William Co.)
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Maps are labeled in the lower right-hand corner. Dividers between the Appendices will be
included in the final document.
Will change the legend to read "City or Town"
Cunningham Falls Park is not visible because the map shows only federal public lands.
(CFP is a state park.)
Great Meadows/Gold Cup are not shown because they were not submitted to the DMOC.
The DMOC will be meeting in October to review the sites included in the plan. These
sites were not approved by the DMOC at the 10.16.08 meeting and therefore have not
been added to Map 8.
Charlottesville Historic District and several sites within (including UVA) are labeled with
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